
Milestone 6 Progress Evaluation 
Title: 

Sage-Dynamics: Dynamical Systems for Sage 
 
Team members:  

Dillon Rose; Email: drose2010@my.fit.edu     
Weixin Wu; Email: wwu2012@my.fit.edu 

 
Faculty Sponsor： 

Benjamin Hutz; Department: Mathematical Sciences; Email: bhutz@fit.edu 
Keith Gallagher; Department: Computer Sciences; Email: kgallagher@fit.edu 

 
Progress of Current Milestones: 
 

Task Completion Dillon Weixin To Do 

1. Conjecture values for the 
Morton-Silverman Uniform 
Boundedness constant for 
the quadratic and cubic 
number fields for 𝑥! + 𝐶 

100% 100% 0%  

2. Produce data for the 
dynamical Lehmer constant 
using dynatomic 
polynomials 

100% 0% 100%  

3. Create demo video 100% 75% 25%  

4. Create user manual 100% 25% 75%  

5. Test/Demo all created 
patches 

100% 75% 25%  

 
 
 
 



Summary of Accomplished Tasks: 
1) Task 1: Conjecture values for the Morton-Silverman Uniform Boundedness 

constant for the quadratic and cubic number fields for 𝑥! + 𝐶 
a) Collect data on the length of the largest cycle for the function 𝑥! + 𝐶 for  

different values of degree d and constant C  
2) Task 2: Produce data for the dynamical Lehmer constant using dynatomic  

polynomials  
a) Collect data on the minimum canonical height of the function 𝑥! + 𝐶 for  

interesting C values  
3) Task 3: Create demo video  

a) Create demo video with tutorial of new functionality  
4) Task 4: Create user manual  

a) Create user manual for using Sage in general with emphasis on new 
functionality 

5) Task 5: Test all created patches  
a) Run sage doctests on patches  
b) Make sure all patches comply with Sage documentation standards  
c) Rebase all patches to apply to latest branch of sage 
d) Respond to input of community patch reviewers 
e) Refine patches 

 
Summary of Contribution: 
 
Dillon Rose:  

a) Run sage doctests on patches 
b) Make sure all patches comply with Sage documentation standards 
c) Used Rebase all patches to apply to latest branch of sage 
d) Respond to input of community patch reviewers 
e) Refine patches 
f) Used generalizable program for finding 𝐶 value that produces the largest cycle 

for the function 𝑥! + 𝐶 with degree 𝑑 
g) Created User Manual  
h) Created Demo Video 

Weixin Wu:  
a) Used different methods for collecting data on the minimum canonical height of 

the function  𝑥! + 𝐶 for C values  



b) Found out the minimum canonical height of the function 𝑥! + 𝐶 for interesting 
𝐶 values and compared all the data to produce the final data table  

c) Test all created patches 
d) Created User Manual  
e) Created Demo Video 

 
Lessons Learned: 

a) How to work as a team to achieve goals 
b) How to contribute to an open source project 
c) How to work with a leader whose expertise is in a different field of study 
d) How to combine computer science knowledge with outside information to 

produce results 
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